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VINTAGE AND CLASSIC AIRCRAFT

T

he good old days. Everyone
remembers moments in history,
both in the global sense and in their
own lives. It may be through the pages of
a book or on the silver screen that images
of old aeroplanes and famous aviators
entered your psyche. Or perhaps memories
of cycling down to the local airfield as a
youngster in the hope of being allowed in
and getting close to the aeroplanes and the
pilots who flew them.
Old aeroplanes have a magnetic attraction
for many of us, and the LAA looks after many of
UK’s vintage and classic light aircraft under its
Permit to Fly scheme. Read through our Q&A
to discover more about how the LAA is helping
preserve our aviation heritage and how you
might become part of it.

HOW OLD ARE THE AIRCRAFT?

How old are ‘Vintage’ or ‘Classic’ aeroplanes?
There are differing opinions on this, and the
fact that history doesn’t stand still doesn’t
make a finite definition any easier. However,
The Vintage Aircraft Club, which is affiliated to
the LAA, has simple definitions: for a machine
to be classified as a ‘Classic’, it has to be at
least 25 years since the type first flew, and to
be ‘Vintage’, 40 or more years since the type’s
first flight.
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WHAT TYPES OF AIRCRAFT?

It might come as a surprise to learn that
some of the aircraft at your local flying club
are now considered as Classics. The Cessna
152, for instance, was introduced in 1977, well
over 25 years ago, and the Cessna 150, which
can trace its heritage back through the C140/
C120 of the early post-war years, is itself now a
vintage type, having first flown over 40 years
ago in 1957.
Perhaps of greater interest though, is the
large number of readily available aircraft that
fall within the vintage class and are operated
on LAA Permits. These aircraft range from
simple ex-trainers to quite complex machines
and are almost invariably taildraggers. One-,
two-, three- and four-seat Jodels, Piper Cubs
and Vagabonds, Cessna 120s, Luscombe
Silvaires, Aeronca Champs and Chiefs and the
many Marks of Auster make up the bulk of
LAA Vintage types.

ARE THESE AIRCRAFT EXPENSIVE?

We need to think about purchase and
maintenance. Purchase prices start relatively
low on many of the types listed: a two-seat
65hp Jodel D112 can be had for as little as £10K
in the current market, while an Aeronca,
90hp Jodel, Vagabond or a Luscombe will
cost perhaps up to £15K. These and the more
sought-after Cubs use the small Continental
engines for which spare parts are available
and relatively affordable. Many of the Austers
use dH Gipsy or Cirrus engines which are
older and rather more expensive to operate
and maintain.

WHAT ABOUT THE AIRFRAMES?

Are spare parts available? Certainly for early
Pipers, Luscombes and Aeroncas, a number of
manufacturers produce the more in-demand
airframe parts, and for Jodels the simple
wooden structure is easily repaired − plans
and aircraft grade wood, ply and glues are
readily obtained. All these aircraft are of

quite basic construction and those parts
not available off the shelf are usually quite
straightforward to fabricate. Most hardware
is also available off the shelf because it is
standard American aircraft or European metric
specification, though again parts for Austers,
being of British manufacture, may be harder
to come by.

“We have a moral

obligation to preserve
such aircraft for future
generations”

IS EXPERT HELP AVAILABLE?

Yes, for all of the popular makes there are
type clubs whose members have a great
deal of expertise and knowledge. If you have
a problem, there will almost certainly be
somebody at the end of a phone or email
who can advise on how to fix it or who to
contact for the appropriate spares. There are
also a number of aircraft restorers and small

As evocative as it comes, the open cockpit
Tiger Moth biplane. Flying helmet and
goggles are (almost) obligatory…
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companies who can turn a crisis into a minor
inconvenience by finding, renovating or even
making hard-to-locate parts.

AND THE NOT SO COMMON TYPES?

Well, the LAA certainly has plenty of rarities
on its books as it now looks after the
airworthiness of no less than 30 of the famous
Shuttleworth Collection aeroplanes, some of
which date back to the WWI period. There are
also some wonderful types from the inter-war
years too, the so called Golden Age of flying,
including the Miles Whitney Straight and the
Miles Hawk Speed Six, and a variety of rare dH
Moths to mention just a few.
A recent decision by de Havilland Support
Ltd to release many of its aircraft to the Permit
system means a growing number of Tiger
Moths, Chipmunks and Scottish Aviation
Bulldogs will soon be joining the LAA ranks.
The Belgian Stampe biplanes too are now
transferring in increasing numbers. These
types are somewhat rarer, sometimes unique
in fact, and command high prices when they
become available.

ARE THEY PRACTICAL TO OPERATE?

Absolutely. Many of them were the trainers
and tourers of their day, some even making
historic long-distance flights across the globe.
One should, of course, remember that as an
owner of a rare vintage masterpiece you are in
fact merely its custodian for a period of time,
and you have a moral obligation to preserve
such aircraft for future generations to enjoy.
But these are certainly not hangar queens −
it is a real pleasure to see these vintage aircraft
at fly-ins and rallies most summer weekends
and they will often draw crowds of admirers.

ARE THEY DIFFICULT TO FLY?

The classic Piper Cub, here in military colours,
is a popular vintage aircraft on the LAA fleet

Some of the very old types can have their own
quirks, tailskids instead of tailwheels, perhaps
no brakes, and flying controls that are not as
effective as more contemporary types. But
those from the immediate pre-WWII era and
beyond are usually not dissimilar to what you
are used to, although as tailwheel aircraft they
do have to be flown with more precision and
skill than your typical tricycle Cessna trainer.
However, those skills are easily learned; in
fact the LAA has its own Pilot Coaching Scheme
(see page 26) which coaches can impart those
skills expertly and affordably.

WHERE CAN I BUY MY AIRCRAFT?

The more common Classic and Vintage types
are often advertised in the Classified section
of the LAA magazine Light Aviation and other
aviation magazines. It is also worth asking
around at airfields and strips, as often old
and unused aircraft sit in the back of hangars
waiting for somebody to find them, fall in
love with them and restore them to their
former glory. The LAA system of self-build and
maintenance is ideal for bringing these old
aircraft back into service with the help of an
LAA inspector.
If you do take the steps towards owning and
operating a fine Classic or Vintage aircraft, you
will be joining a section of the LAA that has
many like-minded members to help you and
to join you at events all around the country.
It will give you many hours of intensive
pleasure, maintaining, polishing, flying and
talking about it. ‹
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